
Military training. A practical approach. 
(Ver 5.0, Beta version)

• Psychological conversion to
reality perception and living in
presence: 1-2 weeks in the forest
camp.

• Read the
DemonDSPChipVer3.2 ( )
and
ArtificialIntelligenceVer2.5
(    ) documents. These will
change your thinking about the
world around us.

• Training on terrorists and
enemies rather than „passive”
military exercises. Better focus
and exposure to real enemies in a
practical way.

• „Banking” towards confrontation. Cyber-geography(CAD), muds and geo information 
technology (GIS) technology vs. Cyber-hype. Computer aided management(CAM) and 
Artificial intelligence(AI). This results in mobility, portability and equilibrium state.

Self establishing base rules:

Never support or credit the other side. Anything can be 
used against you. Always “bank” towards the combat
zone or yourself. The world is a bank, we are building
and “working on” a bank, regulated by democracy.

• If not sure about
something, do
not do it! Save
the day!

• The ability to fix
things is golden
path. Do not
trade a used path for a risky unknown one.
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• The best victory is a one that let go by law, rather than force. Force has remarks, void is 
golden in respect of peace and prospects. Democracy and politics leaves remarkable 
fingerprints in war and history too.

• Law and physics (military) should solve the problems. Law is the only way to go (legal or 
physical etc). If an entity does not respect law, what chances we have of progress ahead?
The idea of pirates and piracy by phantom shadow operations falls exactly outside of the 
perimeter of law and democracy! No identification → no authentication to the system of 
democracy. In a literacy way, you might say that you accompany terrorists all the way to the 
cemetery by “ divine poetry.” Engage.

• How to possess weaponry and power? Survival and selection 
bears survival and selection too. In this process, you possess 
weaponry and power by being a locksmith of motherhood. 
Power and weapons will come to you. Worshiping the order of 
Lord is fame. There are three ways you can obtain possessions:

A: Work as a slave. Not normal.
B: Create something. Usual.
C: Take something from enemy by justice. Most economic.

• If not sure about what directions to take or choose. Go for 
power and higher numbers. By having resources and power, you have choices left. But if 
you loose on numbers and power, your options will be numbered too. Answers will come, 
resources and power are priority.

• The leadership. When trouble turns in and things
turn out questionable, why “trade for the
situation” and let backwards? Have to take
leadership, and system, order will take care of the
problems. If you keep control, control can take
care of problems. But if you loose the control,
what will take care of the problem? System and
order works as well as control.

• Military wise, the smallest information comprise
of a signal. The next military unit after a signal is an event. Once we have a signal, it can be 
used for communication or to trigger an event (Smoke sign, Morse-code or reaction..) See 
also wave interference and systems theory. 

• The 888 rule. Keep the banking, stay at bay and save the cost. By law:

◦ Do not cause damage that requires more than 8 days to recover by law. Both physical 
and mental. → Permanent or non-recoverable damage.

◦ Stay within 80 kms (50 miles) of radius. On feet equals to a walking distance of 1 day
or driving approximately half an hour. Dehydration occurs exponentially; that will 
gradually degrade your capabilities over time.
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◦ Stay within 80 minutes (1h 20min) reach; so people can find you if you need help. So 
you can reach a telephone in 80 minutes for example. People can go 1 week without 
food reliably; but must have access to water resources within a week.

Ref:  (Left side) 8:45AM (EDT) 9th September 2011. WTC Manhattan terrorist attack in New York 
City. (Right side) 1:20PM (UTC) 17th July, 2014 MH17 Malaysian Airlines flight attack in Donetsk 
region, Ukraine

Russian bio robot Kollie of the 1920s. Could automation and robotics solve power conflicts of the 
human factor kind? If we elevate our society to universal terms level on human factor and economic
questions. Then could probably say that both   I-II  nd     World War 
and a series of other human factor level conflicts have got solved. Right now, most people refer to 
cars or mobile phones as something that identifies people. Which is not yet a universal replacement 
(salvation) to the idea of humanity and its consequential efforts and pains of the real 
physical/biological world. Could a dependent sublime state society stabilize our fragile and unstable
society? Voodoo and sectarianism takes us nowhere. Does it?

Military tip: 

Ref: Military is always concerned 
about oil and nuclear power as conflict
matters. Democracy engineered in 
universal terms aka. polynomial 
units differentiated off the real world 
by abstraction.
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Format of general second order equation. Example: ax2+bx+c=0 

See also music strings for modulus
and derivation on further breaking 
down of equations/polynomials.
General formula of polynomials of
nth order:

anxn+an-1xn-1+...+a1x+a0 where ai 
R (i=0,1,2,…,n), an≠0

Spatial intelligence and nuclear power.

Let’s say that (Ref: DemonDSP chip Ver 3.2, Passport to the cosmos
Ver 2.3.8, Artificial Intelligence Ver 2.5, http://fugeeonline.com/)
we can conclude, that terrorist cell networks breed on democracy by
exploiting the plasma being unprotected in a parasite way. Meaning,
that the plasma (Holy spirit) that protects our democracy is basically
unprotected and exposable. With this in mind, using and living off
the plasma and replicating every possible form of defense to
maintain equilibrium justice in the world. In other words.
Hell based terrorist cell networks breed and replicate on our
democracy (supported by the Holy spirit, Ref: plasma) in a parasite way. Yet terrorizing and 
sabotaging our society and democracy.
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A theoretical question could be this. If humans (people) can not 
sense their physical damage on their body. For example, someone 
bleeds or have got a virus but still doesn’t sense or knows about it 
consciously. Then we have the question whether people are 
conscious enough not just about the environment but about 
themselves too in serious manners. We can conclude that people are
definitely not conscious about
themselves, perhaps, about
their thinking and goals
maybe. By this concern, we
have arrived to the rivalry of
robots and industrial
automation in general in
which system states are stored
in memory in a continuous

way (redundantly protected) and robots can sense about almost anything we want by modern day 
sensors. Now, by this practically challenging property; we realize, that robots or industrial 
automation can exchange people in vast functions and roles. As such “industrial revolution” have 
happened before the I-II World War too. That probably created the “idea of WolfEinsteinian 

security” defense. 
Meaning, nuclear biophysics and artificial intelligence(AI) 
compatible/legitimate. Hence, what is the deal? The “deal” is the 
intellectual value of person vs. a robot or industrial automation 
solution. And its introduction to the monetary market (healthcare) and 
cryptocurrency markets (commodities). With such universal terms in 
mind, we can see that there is a clear and practical difference of people 
and robots/industrial automation on the market and in the economy. 
This, hence raises the social impact of pay, class differences and 
security.

Have state of self
consciousness

Work matters Time matters
Energy/resources

matter

Animals: No Yes Yes Yes

Humans and
humanoids (and

mutants):
Yes Yes Yes Yes

Robots/drones
and automated

systems:
Yes No No

No (nuclear
resources, free
energy devices)

Computers
(cybernetics): Yes No No

No (nuclear
resources, free
energy devices)

If we don’t think in universal terms after reaching a level of consciousness, what hopes we have in a
complex and advanced world beyond order and trust of democracy? It is well known that the world 
is representing its state by mental projection in the real world. Sarajevo assassination Vs. 
Wardenclyffe Tower on Long Island New York City and I-IInd Word War. In 1901 John Pierpont 
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Morgan Sr. (J.P. Morgan Co) have signed an investment contract with Dr. Nikola Tesla to build the 
Wardenclyffe Tower on Long Island, New York City. But in 1914, the Sarajevo assassination have 
provoked the I  st   World War and Tesla lost its business. The World War I-II lasted until 1945 with 
extreme devastation of 30 years of war. Did Dr. Nikola Tesla not understood the concept of scalar 
wars (Metabolism/Spanish flu) by Fer De Lance means? Meaning its nuclear nature in conflict? 

In other words, the
world’s consciousness 
is materialized in matter
and the state of world 
indeed. Thinking of it 
from a backward point 
of view. What other 
state could the world 
have than what it is 
conscious of indeed? 
Please also see my 
pocketFIT, FIT book 
and this document on 
the relationship 
between matter and 
consciousness and 
universal term thinking.
Sublime vegetative 

worship of democracy and micro-cultures. Could this social and economic layout be the stable 
future of social and economic growth? Reserved and contemporary leadership based on universal 
term knowledge and know-how.

Spy comment: Words and sentences(as in legal court) can be used against you as written in 
the DemonDSPChip document. See also electrochemistry/fluxes and sol-i-ton~sol-u-tion→t on 
magnetic voltage”association”/current flux charge interpretation of the ether around us. (Radio 
interference and relative permeability of the vacuum/ether around us. Perceptional interpretive 
resonance.) Ref: http://fuge  e  online.com/ 

Subject matters: terrorism, hell, democracy, Holy spirit(plasma), mesons, charm particles, quarks, 
evolutionary processes, genetic algorithms, energy, discrimination, racism, voodoo, sectarianism, 
psychology, conflict, reality, perception.
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Related defense and government portals:
 

● Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
https://www.cia.gov/ 

● Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
https://www.cdc.gov/ 

● International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
https://www.itu.int/ 

● National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
https://www.nasa.gov/ 

● United Nations (UN)
http://www.un.org/ 

● World Bank Group 
http://www.worldbank.org/ 

DISCLAIMER

Please note that the above text is provided 'AS IS'. The above text's purpose is educational and
shall not be misunderstood. The author made its best effort in the preparation of the above text
to be a concise and informative text and to be easily understood. Copying, publishing, or
distributing of the pocketFIT and FIT book material without expressed written explicit
permission by the author is prohibited.

ATTRIBUTION

Copyright © 2008-2019 by Mr. Zoltan Papp. All rights reserved. Both the pocketFIT and FIT
book publication must be attributed to Mr. Zoltan Papp under pointed copyright and
publishing laws by the author. This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-
Noncommercial 2.0 Generic License. Copyright © 2008-2019 by Mr. Zoltan Papp. All rights
reserved.
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